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Abstract— Many atomic broadcast algorithms have been pub-
lished in the last twenty years. Token based algorithms represent
a large class of these algorithms. Interestingly, all the token based
atomic broadcast algorithms rely on agroup membershipservice
and none of them uses unreliable failure detectors directly. This
paper presents the first token based atomic broadcast algorithm
that uses an unreliable failure detector instead of a group
membership service. It requires a system size that is quadratic
in the number of supported failures. The special case of a single
supported failure (f = 1) requires n = 3 processes.

We experimentallyevaluate the performance of this algorithm
in local and wide area networks, in order to emphasize that
atomic broadcast is efficiently implemented by combining a fail-
ure detector and a token based mechanism. The evaluation shows
that the new token based algorithm surpasses the performance
of the other algorithms in most small system settings.

Index Terms— Distributed systems (C.2.4), fault-tolerance
(D.4.5.d), performance measurements (D.4.8.a).

I. I NTRODUCTION

A TOMIC broadcast (or total order broadcast) is an important
abstraction in fault-tolerant distributed computing. Atomic

broadcast ensures that messages broadcast by different processes
are delivered by all destination processes in the same order [23].
Atomic broadcast algorithms can be classified according to the
mechanism used for message ordering [16].Token circulationis
one important ordering mechanism. In these algorithms, a token
circulates among the processes, and the token holder has the
privilege to order messages that have been broadcast. Addition-
ally, sometimes only the token holder is allowed to broadcast
messages.

However, the ordering mechanism is not the only key mech-
anism of an atomic broadcast algorithm. The mechanism used
to tolerate failures is another important characteristic of these
algorithms. If we consider asynchronous systems with crash
failures, the two most widely used mechanisms to tolerate failures
in the context of atomic broadcast algorithms are (i)unreliable
failure detectors[9] and (ii) group membership[12]. For example,
the atomic broadcast algorithm presented by Chandra and Toueg
in [9] (together with a consensus algorithm using the failure
detector3S [9]) falls into the first category; the atomic broadcast
algorithm by Birmanet al. in [6] falls into the second category.

A. Group membershipvs. failure detector

A (virtually synchronous) group membership service provides
a consistent membership information to all the members of a
group [30]. It can be used toremoveprocesses that are suspected
to have crashed (in theprimary-partition membership). In con-
trast, an unreliable failure detector,e.g., 3S, does not provide
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consistent information about the failure status of processes. It can,
for example, tell to processp that r has crashed, and to process
q that r is alive, at the same time.

Both mechanisms can make mistakes,e.g., by incorrectly
suspecting correct processes. However, the overhead of a wrong
failure suspicion is high when using a group membership: the
suspected process is removed, a costly operation.Depending on
which process is suspected, this removal is absolutely necessary
for the atomic broadcast algorithm that relies on the membership
service: the notification of the removal allows the algorithm to
avoid being blocked.Moreover, to keep the same replication
degree, the removal of a process is usually followed by the
addition of another (or the same) process. So, with a group
membership service, a wrong suspicion can lead to two costly
membership operations:removal of a process followed by the
addition of another process. With a failure detector, neither the
removal, nor the addition is needed.

In an environment where wrong failure suspicions are fre-
quent,1 algorithms based on failure detectors thus have advantages
over algorithms based on a group membership service. The
cost difference has been evaluated through simulation in [36] in
the context of two specific (not token based) atomic broadcast
algorithms.

Atomic broadcast algorithms based on a failure detector have
another important advantage over algorithms based on group
membership:they can be used to implement the group mem-
bership service! Indeed, a (primary partition) group membership
service can use atomic broadcast to order its views. This leads to
a simple protocol stack design [28]. Such a design is not possible
if atomic broadcast relies on group membership.

B. Why token based algorithms?

According to [3], [27], [38], token based atomic broadcast algo-
rithms are extremely efficient in terms of throughput: the number
of messages that can be delivered per time unit. The reason is that
these algorithms manage to reduce network contention by using
the token (1) to avoid theack explosion problem (which happens
if each broadcast message generates one acknowledgment per
receiving process), or (2) to perform flow control (e.g., a process
is allowed to broadcast a message only when holding the token).
However, none of the token based algorithms use failure detectors:
they all rely on a group membership service (which does not
necessarily appear explicitly in the algorithm, but can be imple-
mented in an ad-hoc way, as in [27]). It is therefore interesting
to try to design token based atomic broadcast algorithms that
rely on failure detectors, in order to combine the advantage of
failure detectors and of token based algorithms: good throughput

1For example, when setting timeouts used to suspect processes to small
values (in the order of the average message transmission delay), to reduce the
time needed to detect the crash of a process.
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(without sacrificing latency) in stable environments, but adapted
to frequent wrong failure suspicions.

C. Contributions of the paper.

The paper presents the first token based atomic broadcast algo-
rithm that uses unreliable failure detectors instead of group mem-
bership. The algorithm requires a system size that is quadratic in
the number of supported failures (rather than linear, as in typical
atomic broadcast algorithms). In the special case of a single sup-
ported failure, only three processes are needed. The performance
of this algorithm is evaluated experimentally and compared to
other failure detector based atomic broadcast algorithms, both in
local area networks and in wide area networks.

These results are obtained in several steps. We first give a new
and more general definition for token based algorithms (Sect. II)
and introduce a new failure detector, denoted byR, adapted
to token based algorithms (Sect. III). The failure detectorR
is shown to be strictly weaker than3P, and strictly stronger
than 3S. Although 3S is strong enough to solve consensus
and atomic broadcast,R has an interesting feature: the failure
detector module of a processpi only needs to give information
about the (estimated) state ofpi−1. For pi−1, this can be done
by sendingI am alive messages topi only, which is extremely
cheap compared to failure detectors where each process monitors
all other processes. Moreover, in the case of three processes (a
frequent case in practice, tolerating one crash), our token based
algorithm works with3S.

Section IV concentrates on the consensus problem and presents
a token based algorithm based on the failure detectorR. An algo-
rithm that solves atomic broadcast is presented in Section V. The
algorithm is inspired from the token based consensus algorithm
of Section IV. Note that a standard solution consists in solving
atomic broadcast by reduction to consensus [9]. However, this
solution is not adequate here, because the resulting algorithm
would be highly inefficient. Our atomic broadcast algorithm
is derived from our consensus algorithm in a more complex
manner. The detour through the consensus algorithm makes the
explanation easier to understand.

Sections VI to IX present experimental performance compar-
isons between the token based atomic broadcast algorithm and
several other failure detector based atomic broadcast algorithms.
The evaluations are done in a local area network (Section VII),
in wide area networks (Section VIII) and in large size systems
(Section IX). These experimental evaluations show that the token
based algorithm often surpasses the performance of the other
algorithms in systems supporting one or two failures, both in the
common case without failures and wrong suspicions (in local and
wide area networks), and also in the case where wrong suspicions
occur repeatedly.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We assume an asynchronous system composed ofn processes
taken from the setΠ = {p0, . . . , pn−1}, with an implicit order on
the processes. Thekth successor of a processpi is p(i+k) mod n,
which is notedpi+k for the sake of clarity. Similarly thekth

predecessor ofpi is simply denoted bypi−k. The processes com-
municate by message passing over reliable channels. Processes
can only fail by crashing. A process that never crashes is said
to be correct, otherwise it isfaulty. At most f processes are

faulty. Finally, the system is augmented with unreliable failure
detectors [9] (see below).

A. Agreement problems

The agreement problems considered in this paper are presented
below.

1) Consensus:In the consensus problem, a group of processes
Π have to agree on a common value based on proposals of the
processes [9]. Consensus is defined by two primitives:propose

and decide. When a processp calls propose(v), we say thatp
proposes v. Similarly, wheneverp calls decide(v), it decides v.

As in [9], we specify the (uniform) consensus problem by
the four following properties: (1)Termination: Every correct
process eventually decides some value, (2)Uniform integrity:
Every process decides at most once, (3)Uniform agreement:No
two processes (correct or not) decide a different value, and (4)
Uniform validity: If a process decidesv, thenv was proposed by
some process inΠ.

2) Atomic broadcast:In the atomic broadcast problem, defined
by the primitivesabroadcast andadeliver , processes have to agree
on a common total order delivery of a set of messages.

Formally, we define (uniform) atomic broadcast by four proper-
ties [23]: (1)Validity: If a correct processp abroadcasts a message
m, then it eventuallyadelivers m, (2) Uniform agreement:If
a processadelivers m, then all correct processes eventually
adeliver m, (3) Uniform integrity: For any messagem, every
processp adelivers m at most once and only ifm was previously
abroadcast . and (4)Uniform total order:If some process, correct
or faulty, adelivers m before m′, then every processadelivers
m′ only after it hasadelivered m.

B. Token based algorithms

In most traditional token based algorithm, processes are orga-
nized in a logical ring and, for token transmission, communicate
only with their immediate predecessor and successor (except
during changes in the composition of the ring). This definition
is too restrictive for failure detector based algorithms. We define
an algorithm to betoken basedif (1) processes are organized in a
logical ring, (2) each processpi has a failure detector moduleFDi

that provides information only about its immediate predecessor
pi−1 and (3) each process only sends tokens to and receives
tokens from itsf + 1 predecessors and successors, wheref is
the number of tolerated failures.

C. Failure detectors

We refer below to two failure detectors introduced in [9]:3P
and3S. The eventual perfect failure detector3P is defined by the
following properties: (i)Strong completeness:Eventually every
process that crashes is permanently suspected by every correct
process, and (ii)Eventual strong accuracy:there is a time after
which correct processes are not suspected by any correct process.
The3S failure detector is defined by (i)Strong completenessand
(ii) Eventual weak accuracy:there is a time after which some
correct process is never suspected by any correct process.

D. Related work

As mentioned in the introduction, previous atomic broadcast
protocols based on tokens need group membership or an equiva-
lent mechanism. In Chang and Maxemchuk’s Reliable Broadcast
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Protocol [10], and its newer variant [27], an ad-hoc reformation
mechanism is called whenever a host fails. Group membership is
used explicitly in other atomic broadcast protocols such as Totem
[3], the Reliable Multicast Protocol by Whetten et al. [38] (derived
from [10]), and in [15].

These atomic broadcast protocols also have different ap-
proaches with respect to message broadcasting and delivery.
In [10], [38], themoving sequencerapproach is used: any process
can broadcast a message at any time. The token holder then orders
the messages that have been broadcast. Other protocols, such as
Totem [3] or On-Demand [15] on the other hand use theprivilege
basedapproach, enabling only the token-holder to broadcast (and
simultaneously order) messages. In these algorithms, the token is
effectively broadcast to all processes, although the token owner-
ship is passed along the processes on the ring. Both approaches
can be used in the algorithm presented in this paper.

Finally, the different token based atomic broadcast protocols
deliver messages in different ways. In [15], the token holder issues
an “update dissemination message” which effectively contains
messages and their global order. A host can deliver a message
as soon as it knows that previously ordered messages have
been delivered. “Agreed delivery” in the Totem protocol (which
corresponds toadeliver in the protocol presented in this paper)
is also done in a similar way. On the other hand, in the Chang-
Maxemchuk atomic broadcast protocol [10], a message is only
delivered oncef +1 sites have received the message. Finally, the
Train protocol presented in [14] transports the ordered messages
in a token that is passed among all processes (and is in this respect
related to the token based protocols presented in this paper).

Larrea et al. [25] also consider a logical ring of processes,
with a different goal however. They use a ring for an efficient
implementation of the failure detectors3W, 3S and 3P in a
partially synchronous system.

Finally, the IEEE 802.4 Standard [1] defines a token-based ac-
cess control protocol on top of a bus topology network, essentially
implementing total order at the MAC layer.

III. FAILURE DETECTORR

For token based algorithms we define a new failure detector
denotedR (stands for Ring). Given processpi, the failure
detector attached topi only gives information about the immediate
predecessorpi−1. For every processpi, R ensures the following
properties:

• Completeness: If pi−1 crashes andpi is correct, thenpi−1

is eventually permanently suspected bypi, and
• Accuracy: If pi−1 andpi are correct, there is a timet after

which pi−1 is never suspected bypi.

The weaker/strongerrelationship between failure detectors has
been defined in [9]. We show that (a)3P is strictly stronger than
R (denoted3P � R) if f > 1, and (b)R is strictly stronger
than3S if n ≥ f(f + 1) + 1 (denotedR � 3S).

Lemma 3.1:3P is strictly stronger thanR if f > 1.
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is presented in [19].
The relationship betweenR and 3S is more difficult to

establish. We first introduce a new failure detector3S2 (Sect.
III-A), then show that3S2 � 3S (Sect. III-B) andR � 3S2 if
n ≥ f(f + 1) + 1 (Sect. III-C). By transitivity, we haveR � 3S
if n ≥ f(f + 1) + 1.

A. Failure detector3S2

For the purpose of establishing the relation betweenR and3S
we introduce the failure detector3S2 defined as follows:

• Strong completeness: Eventually every process that crashes
is permanently suspected by every correct process and

• Eventual “Double” Accuracy: There is a time after which
two correct processes are never suspected by any correct
process.

B. 3S2 strictly stronger than3S
3S and 3S2 differ in the accuracy property only: while3S

requires eventuallyonecorrect process to be no longer suspected
by all correct processes,3S2 requires the same to hold fortwo
correct processes. From the definition, it follows directly that
3S2 � 3S.

C. R stronger than3S2 if n ≥ f(f + 1) + 1

We show thatR is stronger than3S2 if n ≥ f(f + 1) + 1 by
giving a transformation ofR into the failure detector3S2.

Transformation of R into 3S2: Each processpj maintains a
set correctj of processes thatpj believes are correct.

(i) This set is updated as follows. Each time some processpi

changes its mind aboutpi−1 (based onR), pi broadcasts (using
a FIFO reliable broadcast communication primitive [23]) the
message(pi−1, faulty), respectively(pi−1, correct). Wheneverpj

receives(pi, faulty), thenpj removespi from correctj ; whenever
pj receives(pi, correct), thenpj addspi to correctj .

(iia) For processpi, if correcti is equal toΠ (no suspected
process), the output of the transformation (the two non-suspected
processes) isp0 andp1. All other processes are suspected.

(iib) For processpi, if correcti is not equal toΠ (at least one
suspected process), the output of the transformation (the two non-
suspected processes) ispk and pk+1 such thatk is the smallest
index satisfying the following conditions: (a)pk−1 is not in
correcti, and (b) thef processespk,. . . ,pk+f−1 are incorrecti.
Apart from pk andpk+1, all other processes are suspected.

For example, forn = 7, f = 2, andcorrecti = {p0, p2, p3, p5},
the non-suspected processes forpi are p2 and p3. All other
processes are suspected. Ifcorrecti = {p0, p1, p2, p3, p5}, the
non-suspected processes forpi arep0 andp1 (the predecessor of
p0 is p6, not in correcti). All other processes are suspected.

Lemma 3.2:Consider a system withn ≥ f(f+1)+1 processes
and the failure detectorR. The above transformation guarantees
that eventually all correct processes do not suspect the same two
correct processes.

Proof: (i) Considert such that aftert all faulty processes
have crashed and each correct processpi has accurate information
about its predecessorpi−1. It is easy to see that there is a time
t′ > t such that aftert′ all correct processes agree on the same
set correcti. Let us denote this set bycorrect(t′).

(ii) The condition n ≥ f(f + 1) + 1 guarantees that the
set correct(t′) contains a sequence off consecutive processes.
Consider the following sequence of processes: 1 faulty,f correct,
1 faulty, f correct, etc. If we repeat the patternf times, we have
f faulty processes in a set off(f + 1) processes. If we add one
correct process to the set off(f+1) processes, there is necessarily
a sequence off + 1 correct processes. With a sequence off + 1
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correct processes, there is a sequence off consecutive processes
in correct(t′).

(iii) In the casecorrect(t′) = Π, p0 andp1 are trivially correct.

(iv) In the casecorrect(t′) 6= Π, we first of all show thatpk is
correct. Consider the sequence off + 1 processespk, . . . , pk+f .
Since there are at mostf faulty processes, at least one processpl

in pk, . . . , pk+f is correct. Ifpl = pk, we are done. Otherwise,
if pl is correct,pl−1 is correct as well, since the failure detector
of pl is accurate aftert′ and does not suspectpl−1. By the same
argument, ifpl−1 is correct,pl−2 is correct. By repeating the
same argument at mostf − 1 times, we have thatpk is correct.

(v) In the casecorrect(t′) 6= Π, we prove now thatpk+1 is
correct. Sincepk is correct andpk−1 is not in correct(t′) (by
the selection rule ofpk and pk+1), pk−1 is faulty. Thus, there
are at mostf − 1 faulty processes in the sequence off processes
pk+1,. . . ,pk+f . In the special casef = 1 ({pk+1, . . . , pk+f−1} =

∅), all processes inpk+1,. . . ,pk+f are correct. In the casef > 1,
there is a non-empty sequencepk+1,. . . ,pk+f−1 in correct(t′).
Furthermore, there are at mostf − 1 faulty processes among the
f processespk+1,. . . ,pk+f . By the same argument used to show
that pk is correct, we can show thatpk+1 is correct.

The transformation ofR into 3S2 ensures theEventual “dou-
ble” accuracy property if n ≥ f(f + 1) + 1. Since all processes
except two correct processes are suspected, theStrong complete-
nessproperty also holds. Consequently, ifn ≥ f(f + 1) + 1 we
haveR � 3S2.

D. Weaker version ofR
The following failure detector is slightly weaker thanR, but

powerful enough to replaceR in all the algorithms presented in
this paper. It differs fromR only in theAccuracyproperty:

• Accuracy: There is a sequence{px, . . . , px+f} of f + 1

correct processes and a timet after which pi−1 is not
suspected bypi, for i ∈ {x + 1, . . . , x + f}.

This failure detector is not further developed in this paper, as it
is more complex thanR, also requiresn ≥ f(f +1)+1 processes
and provides only few additional benefits (it is, for example, still
strictly stronger than3S).

IV. TOKEN BASED CONSENSUS USING UNRELIABLE FAILURE

DETECTORS

The following section presents the token based consensus
algorithm using failure detectors that is the basis for the atomic
broadcast algorithm presented later. We first describe how the
token is propagated (so that it is not lost in case of a process
crash), then present the basic idea of the algorithm, before the
algorithm itself.

A. Token circulation

Consensus is achieved by passing a token between the different
processes. The token contains information regarding the current
proposal (or the decision once it has been taken). The token is
passed between the processes on the logical ringp0, p1, . . . , pn−1.

To avoid the loss of the token due to crashes, processpi sends
the token to itsf + 1 successors in the ring,pi+1, . . . , pi+f+1.2

2The token should be seen as alogical token. Multiple backup copies
circulate in the ring, but they are discarded by the algorithm if no suspicion
occurs. Henceforth, thelogical token will simply be referred to as ”the token”.

The algorithm is expressed as a sequence of rounds. In each round
a single process sends its token: processpi can only send a token
in roundsi + k · n with k ≥ 0. Since there aren processes, a
complete revolution of the token requiresn rounds. For example,
in a system with3 processes, processp0 sends its first token in
round0. Processesp1 andp2 then send a token for the first time in
rounds 1 and 2, respectively. The second revolution of the token
starts whenp0 sends the token in round 3.

When awaiting the token for roundr, processpi first waits to
get the token frompi−1 (sent in roundr− 1). If pi−1 crashes,pi

would wait forever. To avoid this,pi accepts the token from any
of its predecessors, if it suspectspi−1 (line 1 of Algorithm 1).

B. Token based consensus algorithm

1) Basic idea: Each token holder “votes” for the proposal in
the token and then sends it to its neighbors. As soon as a sufficient
number of token holders have voted for some proposalv, thenv

is decided. The decision is then propagated as the token circulates
along the ring.

The algorithm can however not blindly increase the votes. We
say that there is agap in the token circulation if the token received
by processpi in round round i is not from pi−1 (i.e., the token
was not sent in roundround i−1, but in some round before that).
Now, upon receiving the token, a process does the following (see
Algorithm 1): as soon as there is a gap in the token circulation,
votes is reset by the receiverpi (line 3). After that, votes is
incremented (line 4). If at that pointvotes is greater than the vote
thresholdf + 1, pi decides on the estimate of the token (lines 5
and 6). The decision is then propagated with the token (line 7,
with some details omitted). Note that a decision is only taken if
f successive processes receive the token from their predecessor
(and therefore increment the votes without resetting them).

Algorithm 1 Basic token handling bypi

1: upon receiving〈votes, est , round〉 s.t.
(round = round i − 1) or
(pi−1 ∈ Dpi and
round i − f − 1 ≤ round ≤ round i − 2) do

2: if round 6= round i − 1 then {gap in the token circulation}
3: votes ← 0 {reset token}
4: votes ← votes + 1

5: if votes ≥ f + 1 then
6: decide(est)

7: send〈votes, est , round i〉 to {pi+1, . . . , pi+f+1}

2) Conditions for Agreement vs. Termination:In the above
algorithm, where votes are reset as soon as a gap in the token
circulation is detected,Agreementholds if the vote threshold is
greater or equal tof + 1. Terminationadditionally requires the
failure detectorR and that there be at leastn ≥ (f + 1)f + 1

processes in the system.
3) Detailed algorithm:The token contains the following fields:

round (round number),est (current estimate value),votes (accu-
mulated votes for theest value) anddecided (a boolean indicating
if est is the decision).

Furthermore, each processpi has two variables:round i that
contains the next sending round ofpi and decisioni that stores
the value of the decision (or⊥ if pi has not decided yet).

The initialization code is given by lines 1 to 8 in Algorithm 2.
Lines 4-6 showp0 sending the initial token (in round 0, withv0
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Algorithm 2 Token based consensus (code ofpi)
1: upon propose(vi ) do
2: decisioni ←⊥; round i ← i

3: constant destSet i ← {pi+1, . . . , pi+f+1}
4: if pi = p0 then {send token with〈round, est , votes, decided〉 }
5: send〈0, v0, 1, false〉 to {p1, . . . , pf+1}
6: round0 ← n

7: else if pi ∈ {pn−f , . . . , pn−1} then {send “dummy” token}
8: send〈 − 1, vi, 0, false〉 to {p1, . . . , pi+f+1}

Token handling by pi:
9: upon receiving〈round, est , votes, decided〉 s.t.

(round = round i − 1) or
(pi−1 ∈ Dpi and
round i − f − 1 ≤ round ≤ round i − 2) do

10: if decisioni 6=⊥ then {pi has already decided}
11: send〈round i, decisioni, 0, true〉 to destSet i

12: else {pi has not decided yet}
13: if (round 6= round i − 1) then
14: votes ← 0 {reset votes if gap}
15: votes ← votes + 1 {add vote ofpi}
16: if (votes ≥ f + 1) or decided then
17: decisioni ← est {decide if enough votes}
18: decide(decisioni ); decided ← true

19: send〈round i, est , votes, decided〉 to destSet i

20: roundi ← roundi + n {set next sending round}

21: upon receiving〈round, est ,−, decided〉 s.t.
round < round i − n do

22: if decided and decisioni =⊥ then {decision in token}
23: decisioni ← est

24: decide(decisioni )

as estimate). Lines 7-8 show thedummytoken sent to prevent
blocking in case processesp0, . . . , pf−1 are initially crashed. A
dummy token hasround = −1 and votes = 0, and is sent only
to processes{p1, . . . , pf}. The estimateest of this token is the
proposed valuevi of the sender processpi.

The token handling code is given by lines 9 to 24 in Algo-
rithm 2. At line 9, processpi starts by receiving the token (from
pi−1, or another process ifpi−1 is suspected) for the expected
round i. If pi has already decided in a previous round, thenpi

directly sends a token with the decision (line 11).
If pi has not yet decided, thenpi starts by detecting if there is

a gap in the token circulation (line 13) and resets the votes if it
is the case (line 14). The votes are then incremented (line 15).

On line 16, pi verifies if enough votes have been collected
(votes ≥ f + 1) or if the token already contains a decision
(decided = true). If one of these conditions is true,pi decides
(lines 17-18). Processpi then sends its token to thef+1 sucessors
on line 19 and increments its next sending roundround i by n.

Lines 9-20 ensure that at least one correct process eventually
decides. However, iff > 1, this does not ensure that all correct
processes eventually decide. Consider the following example:pi

is the first process to decide,pi+1 is faulty. In this case,pi+2

may always receive the token frompi−1, a token that does not
carry a decision;pi might be the only process to ever decide.
Lines 21-24 ensure that every correct process eventually decides.
Note that the stopping of the algorithm is not discussed here. It

time

propose(v1)

propose(v2)

propose(v0)p0

p1

p2

〈0,v0,1,false〉

〈−1,v2,0,false〉

decide(v0)

decide(v0)

decide(v0)

〈1,v0,0,true〉
〈2,v0,0,true〉

(a) No crash, no suspicion

time

propose(v1)

propose(v2)

propose(v0)p0

p1

p2 decide(v2)

decide(v2)

〈1,v2,1,false〉

〈−1,v2,0,false〉

〈2,v2,0,true〉

crash

(b) p0 crashes

Fig. 1. Example execution of the consensus algorithm

can easily be added.

4) Example run of the algorithm:Figure 1 presents an example
execution of the consensus algorithm in a system withn = 3

processes. The dashed arrows correspond to “backup” tokens (that
are used only when failures or suspicions occur) whereas the
solid arrows show the main token (transmitted between process
pi andpi+1). When no crashes nor suspicions occur (Figure 1(a)),
processp1 receivesp0’s token and increments the votes forp0’s
proposalv0. With two votes,p1 decidesv0. The token is then
passed on top2 (with the decided flag set totrue) that decides.
Finally, p0 decides after the last token transmission.

In the case of a crash ofp0, p1 eventually suspectsp0 and thus
acceptsp2’s token (with p2’s proposalv2). Since there is a gap
in the token circulation, the votes are reset (no decision can be
taken) and the token is sent fromp1 to p2. Processp2 receives
the token, increments the votes and decidesv2. Processp1 then
decides one communication step later after receiving the backup
token (with the decision flag).

5) Proof of the token based algorithm:The proofs of the
Uniform validity and Uniform integrity properties are easy and
omitted. We prove only theUniform agreementandTermination
properties.

Proof: (Uniform agreement) Letpi be the first process to
decide (say in roundr), and let v be the decision value. By
line 16 of Algorithm 2, we havevotes ≥ f + 1. Votes are
reset for each gap. So,votes ≥ f + 1 ensures that all processes
pj ∈ {pi−f , . . . , pi−1}, sent a token withest = v in rounds
r − f, . . . , r − 1 respectively.

Any processpk, successor ofpi in the ring, receives the token
from one of the processespi, . . . , pi−f . Since all these processes
sent a token withest = v, the token received bypk necessarily
carries the estimatev. So after roundr, the only value carried by
the token isv, i.e., any process that decides will decidev.
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Proof: (Termination) Assume at mostf faulty processes and
the failure detectorR. We show that, ifn ≥ f(f + 1) + 1, then
every correct process eventually decides.

First it is easy to see that the token circulation never stops: if
pi is a correct process that does not have the token at timet, then
there exists some timet′ > t such thatpi receives the token at
time t′. This follows from (1) the fact that the token is sent by a
process to itsf +1 successors, (2) the token reception procedure
(line 9 in Algorithm 2), and (3) the completeness property of
R (which ensures that ifpi waits for the token frompi−1 and
pi−1 has crashed, thenpi eventually suspectspi−1 and accepts
the token from any of itsf + 1 predecessors).

The second step is to show that at least one correct process
eventually decides. Assume the failure detectorR, and let t

be such that aftert no correct processpi is suspected by its
immediate correct successorpi+1. Since we haven ≥ f(f+1)+1

there is a sequence off + 1 correct processes in the ring. Let
pi, . . . , pi+f be this sequence. Aftert, processespi+1, . . . , pi+f

only accept the token from their immediate predecessor. Thus,
after t, the token sent bypi is received bypi+1, the token sent
by pi+1 is received bypi+2, and so forth until the token sent by
pi+f−1 is received bypi+f . Oncepi+f has executed line 15 of
Algorithm 2, we havevotes ≥ f +1. Consequently,pi+f decides.

Finally, if one correct processpk decides, and sends the token
with the decision to itsf +1 successors, the first correct successor
of pk, by line 21 or line 9, eventually receives the token with the
decision and decides (if it has not yet done so). By a simple
induction, every correct process eventually also decides.

V. TOKEN BASED ATOMIC BROADCAST USING UNRELIABLE

FAILURE DETECTORS

In this section we show how to transform the token based
consensus algorithm into an atomic broadcast algorithm. Note that
we could have presented the atomic broadcast algorithm directly.
However, since the consensus algorithm is simpler than the atomic
broadcast algorithm, we believe that a two-step presentation
makes it easier to understand the atomic broadcast algorithm.

Note also that it is well known how to solve atomic broadcast
by reduction to consensus [9]. However, the reduction, which
transforms atomic broadcast into a sequence of consensus, yields
an inefficient algorithm here. The reduction would lead to multiple
instances of consensus, with one token per consensus instance. We
want a single token to “glue” the various instances of consensus
together. A variation of the algorithm that follows is presented
in [20]. The algorithm presented here is easier to understand,
with processes that send regular messages (at line 10) and tokens
(versus only tokens in [20]).

To be correct, the atomic broadcast algorithm requires the
failure detectorR, a number of processesn ≥ f(f + 1) + 1,
and a vote threshold atf + 1 in order to decide, as was the case
in the consensus algorithm above.

A. Overview

In the token based atomic broadcast algorithm, the token
transports sets of messages. More precisely, the token carries the
following information: 〈round, ordering , votes, ordered〉.

The round and votes fields are the same as in the consensus
algorithm. The set of messagesordering is the current proposal
(these messages are delivered as soon as a sufficient number of

Algorithm 3 Token based atomic broadcast (code ofpi)
1: Initialization:
2: unordered i ← ∅; ordered i ← ∅: round i ← 0

3: nextConsi ← 1

4: if pi = p0 then {token: 〈round, ordering, votes, ordered〉 }
5: send〈0, unordered0, 1, ∅〉 to {p1, . . . , pf+1}
6: round0 ← n

7: else if pi ∈ {pn−f , . . . , pn−1} then {send “dummy” token}
8: send〈 − 1, ∅, 0, ∅〉 to {p1, . . . , pi+f+1}

9: To executeabroadcast(m):
10: sendm to all.

11: upon deliveringm do
12: if m 6∈ {msgs | (msgs,−) ∈ ordered i} then
13: unordered i ← unordered i ∪ {m}
14: procedure delivery(seq):
15: while ∃(nextConsi,msgs) ∈ seq do
16: ordered i ← ordered i ∪ {(nextConsi,msgs)}
17: unordered i ← unordered i \msgs

18: adeliver messages inmsgs in a deterministic order
19: nextConsi ← nextConsi + 1

Token handling by pi:
20: upon receiving〈round, ordering , votes, ordered〉 s.t.

(round = round i − 1) or
(pi−1 ∈ Dpi and
round i − f − 1 ≤ round ≤ round i − 2) do

21: if |ordered | < |ordered i| then {“old” token}
22: ordering ← ∅
23: else {token with new information}
24: delivery(ordered)

25: if (round 6= round i − 1) or (ordering = ∅) then
26: votes ← 0 {reset votes}
27: votes ← votes + 1

28: if votes ≥ f + 1 then
29: delivery({(nextConsi, ordering)})
30: ordering ← ∅
31: if ordering = ∅ then {new proposal}
32: ordering ← unordered i

33: votes = 1

34: token← 〈round i, ordering , votes, ordered i〉
35: send token to{pi+1, . . . , pi+f+1}
36: round i ← round i + n

37: upon receiving〈round,−,−, ordered〉 s.t.
round < round i − n do

38: if |ordered | > |ordered i| then
39: delivery(ordered)

consecutive “votes” have been collected). The fieldordered is the
set of all ordered messages that the token is aware of (i.e., a set
of consensus decisions: pairs associating a sequence number to a
set of messages).

B. Details

Each processpi manages the following data structures (see
Algorithm 3): round i (the current round number),unordered i

(the set of all messages that have beenabroadcast but not yet
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ordered),ordered i (the set of all ordered messages thatpi knows
of, represented as a set of (consensus number, set of messages)
pairs) andnextConsi (the next attributable sequence number).

Lines 1 to 19 of Algorithm 3 present the initialization of
the atomic broadcast algorithm, as well as theabroadcast and
adelivery of messages. Lines 1 to 8 correspond to lines 1 to 8
of the consensus algorithm (Algorithm 2). Thedelivery(seq)

procedure is called in the token handling part of Algorithm 3.
From line 20 and on, Algorithm 3 describes the token handling.

Lines 21 to 30 of Algorithm 3 correspond to lines 10 to 18 of
Algorithm 2. The proceduredelivery(. . .) is called toadeliver

messages (line 29). When this happens, a new sequence of
messages can be proposed for delivery. This is done at lines 31
to 33. Finally, lines 37 to 39 handle the reception of other tokens.
This is needed forUniform agreementwhen f > 1 (these lines
play the same role as lines 22-24 in Algorithm 2).

The proof of the algorithm can be derived from the proof of
the token based consensus algorithm.

C. Optimizations

The following paragraphs present the optimizations that were
applied to the token based atomic broadcast algorithm presented
in Algorithms 3. The performance figures presented later include
these optimizations.

First of all, in Algorithm 3, the token carries entire messages,
rather than only message identifiers. The algorithm can be op-
timized so that only the message identifiers are included in the
token. This can be addressed by adapting techniques presented in
other token based atomic broadcast algorithms,e.g., [10], [27],
and is thus not discussed further.

The optimization above reduces the size of the token but does
not prevent it from growing indefinitely. This can be handled as
follows. Consider a processp that receives the token withs1 the
highest sequence number in theordered set and later, in a different
round, receives the token with a sequence numbers2 > s1 in the
same field. Whenp receives the token with the messages ordered
at sequence numbers2, at leastf+1 processes (and so at least one
correct process) have received a token containing messages up to
s1. All pairs (s,msgs) with s ≤ s1 can thus be removed from the
ordered set in the token. In good runs (no failures, no suspicions),
this means that a process thatadelivers new messages in round
i (thus increasing the size of theordered set in the token) then
removes those messages from the token in roundi + n.

The circulation of the token can also be optimized. If all
processes are correct, each process actually only needs to send
the token to its immediate successor. So, by default each process
pi only sends the token topi+1. This approach requires that if
processpi suspects its predecessorpi−1, it must send a message
to its predecessorspi−f to pi−2, requesting the token.3 A process,
upon receiving such a message, sends the token topi. If all
processes are correct, this optimization requires only a single
copy of the token to be sent by each token holder instead of
f + 1 copies, thus reducing the network contention by a factor
f + 1.

Furthermore, in Algorithm 3, the set ofadelivered messages
are only transported in the token (in theordered field). As a
consequence, the token has to perform a complete revolution for

3This request should only be sent once during each round, to avoid an
explosion of request messages in the case of very frequent wrong suspicions.

all processes toadeliver a given message. This leads to high
latencies (i.e., the time betweenabroadcast(m) andadeliver(m)),
especially as the size of the system (and thus the token ring)
increases. To achieve a lower latency, a processpi that exe-
cutes line 29 sends the pair(nextConsi, ordering) to all other
processes. Upon receiving this message, the other processes can
adeliver the messages in theordering set without having to wait
for the next token.

Finally, in Algorithm 3, a single proposal is contained in
the token. The proposal contains a batch of messages to be
ordered and a decision on a batch can be taken at the earliestf

communication steps after the batch is proposed. Asf increases,
each decision requires more and more steps (and so messages are
adelivered slower and slower).

To achieve higher throughputs, it is thus essential to be able to
have several proposals in a single token,i.e. propose a new batch
of messagesbeforethe last one has beenadelivered . To do this we
allow the token to contain several proposals, with separate votes
for each proposal (instead of a single proposal with a single votes
variable in Algorithm 3). Moreover, the proposal also contains
the consensus number in which it was proposed. This consensus
number is used as a tie-breaker (to ensureUniform total order)
whenever several proposals reachf + 1 votes at the same time.
The proposals with smallest consensus numbers areadelivered

first.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of the token based atomic broadcast algorithm
presented above has been evaluated in simulation in [20]. This
simulation showed that the performance of the new algorithm is
better than previous algorithms using failure detectors.

As with any simulation, the performance results strongly de-
pend on the chosen model. To further confirm the good perfor-
mance of the new algorithm, weexperimentallyevaluate the token
based algorithm under varying conditions inreal networks. We
consider both local and wide area networks, with several different
system sizes and network link characteristics. The new token
based algorithm is once again compared to the same two failure
detector based algorithms as in [20].

We focus on the case of a system without any process failures
and examine the situations where (1) no suspicions occur and
those where (2) wrong suspicions occur repeatedly. Situations (1)
and (2) assess, respectively, the two desired properties of the new
token based algorithm: high reachable throughputs in good runs
(which are common) and a good performance in a system with
frequent wrong failure suspicions.

A. Algorithms

We now present the atomic broadcast algorithm that is com-
pared with the token based atomic broadcast algorithm presented
in Section V.

The atomic broadcast algorithm proposed by Chandra and
Toueg [9] reduces atomic broadcast to a sequence of consensus
executions. The algorithm is shortly reminded below.

Whenever a messagem is abroadcast , it is first reliably broad-
cast to all processes. The order of theabroadcast messages that
have not yet beenadelivered is then determined by consecutive
consensus executions1, 2, 3, etc. Each consensus execution is
performed on a set of undelivered messages. Toadeliver a
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messagem that is abroadcast , the algorithm thus needs one
reliable broadcast and one consensus execution. The cost (in
terms of communication steps and sent messages) ofadelivering

an application message depends on the choice of the underlying
consensus and reliable broadcast algorithms.

In our performance study, we consider the reliable broadcast
algorithm presented in [9], that requires one communication step
andn2 messages per reliable broadcast. Furthermore, we consider
the two consensus implementations that were already used in
the simulated performance study in [20]. Both algorithms use
an unreliable failure detector3S to solve consensus and require
at least a majority of correct processes to reach a decision.
The characteristics of the two consensus algorithms are shortly
recalled in the following paragraphs.

1) Chandra-Toueg consensus [9]:The Chandra-Toueg al-
gorithm solves consensus using a centralized communication
scheme. A coordinator collects the estimates of all processes and
proposes a value. All processes then acknowledge this proposal
to the coordinator or refuse it if the coordinator is suspected. If
the proposal is accepted, the coordinator reliably broadcasts the
decision to all processes.

If neither failures nor suspicions occur, this algorithm requires
2n messages and one reliable broadcast to reach a decision. The
decision is received after 3 communication steps by all processes
(2 in the case of the coordinator).

2) Most́efaoui-Raynal consensus [29]:The Most́efaoui-Raynal
algorithm solves consensus using a decentralized communication
scheme. Again, a coordinator collects the estimates of all pro-
cesses and proposes a value. This time, all processes retransmit
this proposal to all other processes or send an invalid value (⊥) if
the coordinator is suspected. Any process that receives a majority
of acknowledgments decides and informs the other processes of
its decision.

If neither failures nor suspicions occur, this algorithm requires
2n2 messages to reach a decision. The decision is received after
2 communication steps by all processes (or a single step in the
case of non-coordinator processes ifn = 3).

As in [36], all the algorithms are optimized for runs without
failures and without suspicions, to minimize the latency when the
load on the system is low (rather than minimizing the number
of sent messages) and to tolerate high loads. For example, both
consensus algorithms send the proposal of a new consensus at
the same time as the decision of the previous one (to reduce
the amortized latency, see also [21]). Different optimizations
(choosing a different reliable broadcast protocol based on a failure
detector to reduce the number of sent messages) could of course
influence the performance results.

B. Elements of our performance study

The following paragraphs describe the benchmarks (i.e., the
performance metrics, the workloads and the faultloads) that were
used to evaluate the performance of the three implementations of
atomic broadcast (two atomic broadcast algorithms, one of which
uses two different consensus algorithms). Similar benchmarks
have been presented in [33], [36]. The three algorithms that
are compared are notedTokenFD (the token based algorithm
presented in Section V),CT (Chandra-Toueg’s atomic broadcast
with Chandra-Toueg’s3S consensus) andMR (Chandra-Toueg’s
atomic broadcast with Mostéfaoui-Raynal’s3S consensus). The

Process p
trusttrust

suspect suspectFD on q

mistake duration TM

mistake recurrence time TMR

up (no failure)

Fig. 2. Quality of service model of a failure detector in thesuspicion-steady
faultload. Processq monitors processp.

algorithms are implemented in Java, using the Neko [34] frame-
work.

1) Performance metrics and workloads:The performance met-
ric that is used to evaluate the algorithms is the latency of atomic
broadcast. For a single atomic broadcast, the latencyL is defined
as follows. Letta be the time at which theabroadcast(m) event
occurred and letti be the time at whichadeliver(m) occurred on
processpi, with i ∈ 0, . . . , n−1. The latencyL is then defined as

L
def
= ( 1

n

∑n−1
i=0 ti)− ta. In our performance evaluation, the mean

for L is computed over many messages and for several executions.
95% confidence intervals are shown for all the results.

The latencyL is measured for a certain workload, which spec-
ifies how theabroadcastevents are generated. We chose a simple
symmetric workload where all processes send atomic broadcast
messages (without any payload) at the same constant rate and the
abroadcastevents come from a Poisson stochastic process. The
global rate of atomic broadcasts is called thethroughputT , which
is expressed in messages per second (ormsgs/s).

Furthermore, we only consider the system in a stationary
state, when the rate ofabroadcastmessages is equal to the
rate of adelivered messages. The clocks of the processes are
synchronized to sub-1ms precision at the beginning of each run
of an experiment.

2) Faultloads: The faultload specifies the events related to
process failures that occur during the performance evaluation [24],
[33]. In our experiments, the faultload focuses on the process
crashes and the behavior of the unreliable failure detectors. We
evaluate the atomic broadcast algorithms in thenormal-steadyand
suspicion-steadyfaultloads [33] which are presented below.

a) Normal-steady:In thenormal-steadyfaultload, only runs
without process failures and without wrong suspicions are con-
sidered. The parameters that influence the latency aren (the
number of processes), the algorithm (TokenFD, CT or MR) and
the throughput.

b) Suspicion-steady:In the suspicion-steadyfaultload, no
processes fail, but wrong suspicions occur. This faultload is
implemented by using simulated failure detectors, whose quality
of service is modeled as in [11].

The two quality of service metrics presented in [11] that apply
to the (failure free)suspicion-steadyfaultload are presented in
Figure 2 and detailed below:

• The mistake recurrence timeTMR is the time between two
consecutive mistakes (the failure detector module on process
q wrongly suspects processp).

• The mistake durationTM is the time needed to correct the
mistake of the failure detector (the time needed forq to trust
p again).

To keep the model as simple as possible, we consider that the
two random variablesTM andTMR associated with each failure
detector are independent and identically distributed and follow an
exponential distribution with a (different) constant parameter.
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TABLE I

MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT IN A normal-steadyFAULTLOAD

Algorithm Throughput
TokenFD 5250msgs/s
CT 4000msgs/s
MR 3500msgs/s

(a) n = 3: one supported failure

Algorithm Throughput
TokenFD(n = 7) 3000msgs/s
CT (n = 5) 2125msgs/s
MR (n = 5) 1875msgs/s

(b) Two supported failures

Finally, this simulated failure detector model does not put any
load on the network, since no messages are exchanged between
the failure detector modules. However, since in a real failure
detector implementation, a good quality of service can often be
achieved without sending messages frequently, this trade-off is
acceptable.

C. Related work

Most performance evaluations of the algorithms mentioned
above consider a local area network or a simulated model in
which all processes and network links are symmetrical [13],
[20], [22], [32], [33], [35], [36]. All processes have the same
processing power and have identical peer-to-peer round-trip times.
Furthermore, the evaluations only consider low round-trip times
between processes (and thus comparatively high message pro-
cessing costs): a setting which is favorable to algorithms that
limit the number of sent messages, at the expense of additional
communication steps.

The performance of atomic broadcast algorithms in wide area
networks has been evaluated in hybrid models that combine a
local area network with emulated network delays [37]. The effect
of message loss [4] and the performance of other distributed
algorithms [5] (that are however not representative of failure
detector based algorithms) have also been evaluated in wide area
networks.

VII. R ESULTS IN A LOCAL AREA NETWORK

A. Evaluation environment

The experiments were executed on a local area network of
nodes with Pentium 4 processors at 3 GHz, with 2 MB of L2
cache and 1 GB of RAM. The nodes are interconnected by a
single Gigabit Ethernet switch. The round-trip time between two
nodes is approximately 0.1 ms. All nodes run Linux (with a 2.6.11
kernel) and Sun’s Java 1.5.005 virtual machine.

B. Normal-steady faultload

The performance of the three algorithms in a system without
failures nor suspicions is presented in Figure 3. The horizontal
axis shows the throughput (in messages per second) that is
applied, whereas the latency of the algorithms (inms) for a given
throughput is shown vertically. Table I summarizes the maximum
throughput reached by the three algorithms (while remaining in
a stationary state) in the experiments.

In a system with three processes (Figure 3(a)), in which
all three algorithms support one failure,CT achieves slightly
lower latencies thanMR, while TokenFD reaches the highest
throughput and lowest latencies of the three algorithms.CT and
MR need to send more messages thanTokenFDin this setting: to
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Fig. 3. Latency vs. throughput with anormal-steadyfaultload

abroadcast m both algorithms reliably broadcastm (with a cost
of 6 messages), then propose and acknowledgem (4 messages for
CT, 6 for MR). The decision of both algorithms is propagated with
the proposal of the next consensus and no separate message is
needed for this. CT thus sends 10 messages to adeliverm, whereas
MR sends 12 messages. TokenFD broadcastsm (2 messages),
sends 2 messages for the token circulation and broadcasts the
decision (2 messages), for a total of 6 messages. The additional
messages sent byCT andMR add a load on the network and the
CPUs that explains the difference in performance with respect to
TokenFD.

The situation is similar in a system where two failures are
tolerated (Figure 3(b)), except thatTokenFDhas a higher latency
thanCT andMR when the throughput is low. The explanation is
the following: in TokenFD, the number of communication steps
needed toadeliver a message is equal tof+2 (with f the tolerated
failures) and thus, asf increases, the latency ofadeliver also
increases. InMR andCT however, the number of communication
steps does not depend onf and the latency of the algorithms is
less affected by the increase of the system size.

C. Suspicion-steady faultload

The performance of theTokenFD, CT and MR algorithms in
a system with wrong suspicions (but without process failures)
is discussed in the following paragraphs. We consider the case
where the frequency of these wrong suspicions varies (but the
duration of a wrong suspicion is fixed). In [17], several other
parameters are examined for the suspicion-steady faultload. The
parameters presented here (throughput of 1500msgs/s and a
duration of wrong suspicions of 5ms) were chosen because they
are representative of the entire parameter space.

Figure 4 illustrates the performance of the three algorithms in
systems supporting one or two failures. We present the latency
of the three algorithms for a throughput of 1500msgs/s and
wrong suspicions that last on averageTM = 5ms. As mentioned
above, different throughputs and durations of wrong suspicions
are analyzed in [17]. The horizontal axis of each graph represents
the recurrence time of wrong suspicions (wrong suspicions occur
frequently on the left side of the graph and rarely on the right
side) and the vertical axis again represents the latency of atomic
broadcast.

In the case of a system with three processes supporting one
failure (Figure 4(a)), theTokenFD algorithm achieves lower
latencies thanCT and MR, both in the case of rare wrong
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Fig. 4. Latency vs. mistake recurrence timeTMR with a suspicion-steady
faultload, a throughput of 1500msgs/s and a mistake durationTM = 5ms.

suspicions, shown on the right hand side of the graph (asTMR,
the mistake recurrence time grows, thesuspicion-steadyfaultload
approaches thenormal-steadyfaultload presented previously) and
when wrong suspicions occur extremely frequently (shown on the
left hand side of the graph).TokenFDachieves lower latencies
thanCT andMR in a system with three processes for two reasons:
first of all, TokenFDcan order messages as soon as there exists
one process that is not suspected by its successor, whereas inCT
andMR, a singleprocess that suspects the coordinator can delay
a consensus decision. Secondly, a wrong suspicion is more costly
in CT andMR: if consensus cannot be reached in a given round,
the consensus algorithm starts a new round and needs to send at
least an additional4n = 12 or n + n2 = 12 messages in 4 and 2
additional communication steps respectively.

In the case ofTokenFD, a wrong suspicion incurs a cost of at
least an additionalf + 1 = 2 messages and one communication
step. The cost of a wrong suspicion also explains why the latency
of MR is lower than that ofCT when suspicions are frequent,
whereasCT outperformsMR when (almost) no wrong suspicions
occur.

When a system that supports two failures is considered (Fig-
ure 4(b)), the results are slightly different. Indeed, when the
interval between wrong suspicions is low enough — around 15
ms — the algorithms cannotadeliver messages at the offered
load and the latency increases sharply. In the case ofCT andMR
in a system withn = 5 processes, 4 processes can potentially
suspect the coordinator and send anack(CT) or ⊥ (MR) that can
prevent a decision in the current round. Only 2 processes could
suspect the coordinator in the case ofn = 3. The increased fault
tolerance also affectsTokenFD: indeed, in a system supporting
two failures (i.e., n = 7), a batch of messages can only be ordered
if two consecutive processes do not suspect their respective
predecessors.

D. Summary

In a system withn = 3 processes without crashes nor wrong
suspicions, the latency of atomic broadcast is lower when using
TokenFDthanCT or MR. Furthermore,TokenFDallows a higher
rate ofabroadcasts while maintaining the system in a stationary
state. When two failures are tolerated (requiring 5 processes
with CT and MR, 7 processes withTokenFD), CT and MR
achieve lower latencies thanTokenFDwhen the system load is
low. As soon as the load reaches about 1500msgs/s, TokenFD

again outperforms both other algorithms. These results confirm
that performance-wiseTokenFDbehaves better than other failure
detector based algorithms in small systems. Furthermore, the
latency of TokenFD also remains low with respect to the two
other algorithms, when the load on the system increases in good
runs.

Concerning the second desired property — handling wrong
suspicions well — the results above show that in small systems,
the performance of theTokenFDalgorithm is better than bothCT
(which is shown to handle wrong suspicions better than a group
membership based algorithm in [36]) andMR when the interval
between wrong suspicions is short. These results confirm that the
second desired property of theTokenFDalgorithm holds: wrong
failure suspicions do not drastically reduce the performance of the
algorithm. This in turn allows an implementation of the failure de-
tector with aggressive timeouts, which consequently allows actual
failures to be detected fast. If the failure detector implementation
commits a mistake and wrongly suspects a process that is still
alive, this mistake does not cost much in terms of performance.

VIII. R ESULTS IN A WIDE AREA NETWORK

The performance of the algorithms that we consider is affected
by a trade-off between the number of communication steps and
the number of messages needed to reach a decision. Some algo-
rithms reach decisions in few communication steps but require
more messages to do so. Others save messages at the expense
of additional communication steps (to diffuse the decision to all
processes in the system for example). This trade-off is heavily
influenced by the message transmission and processing times.
When deploying an atomic broadcast algorithm, the user must
take these factors into account in order to choose the algorithm
that is best adapted to the given network environment.

Furthermore, evaluating the performance of atomic broadcast
on wide area networks is not only of theoretical interest. As [26]
shows, it is feasible to use atomic broadcast as a service to provide
consistent data replication on wide area networks. We initially fo-
cus on the case of a system with three processes —i.e., supporting
one failure — where either (i) all three processes are on different
locations and (ii) the three processes are on two locations only
(and thus one of the locations hosts two processes). The system
with three processes is interesting as it has no single point of
failure and represents the case in which the group communication
algorithms reach their best performance. Furthermore, atomic
broadcast provides strong consistency guarantees (that can be used
to implement active replication for example [31]) and is limited
to relatively small degrees of replication. Google, for example,
uses the Paxos consensus algorithm for Chubby, its distributed
lock service, in systems withn = 5 processes (supporting up to
f = 2 process failures) [8]. If a large degree of replication is
needed, then alternatives that provide weaker consistency should
be considered [2].

A. Evaluation environments

The algorithms are evaluated with thenormal-steadyfaultload
and with a large variation in link latency (e.g., round-trip times
ranging from 4 to 300 ms).

Four wide area network environments are used to evaluate
the performance of the three atomic broadcast and consensus
algorithms (Figure 5 presents two of the environments). All
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Fig. 5. WAN evaluation environments (WAN Three Locations, WAN 20.1)

machines run Linux (2.6.8 to 2.6.12 kernels) and Sun’s Java 1.5.0
virtual machine. The following paragraphs describe the different
wide area network environments in which the atomic broadcast
algorithms are evaluated.

1) Three-location wide area network:The first evaluation
environment (notedWAN Three Locations, Figure 5, left) is
a system with three locations on Grid’5000 [7], a French grid of
interconnected clusters designed for the experimental evaluation
of distributed systems. The round-trip times of the links between
the three processes are respectively17.2 ms,12.5 ms and10.6 ms.
The observed bandwidth of the links are 30.1 Mbits/s, 41.4
Mbits/s and 48.7 Mbits/s.

2) Two-location wide area networks:Three processes are
distributed on two different locations in a wide area network.
The location with two processes is denoted thelocal location,
whereas the location with a single process is thedistant location.
Three different two-location environments are considered:
− WAN 295: The first two-location environment consists of

a local location in Switzerland and a distant one in Japan. The
round-trip time between the locations is295 ms and the bandwidth
of the connecting link is 1.74 Mb/s.
− WAN 20.1 andWAN 3.9: The two following environments

are systems with both locations on Grid’5000. TheWAN 20.1
system (Figure 5, right) features a round-trip time between
locations of20.1 ms and a link bandwidth of 32.8 Mb/s. The
WAN 3.9 system features a round-trip time between locations
of 3.9 ms and a link bandwidth of 152 Mb/s. The performance
characteristics of the three algorithms are similar inWAN 20.1
andWAN 3.9.

Due to a lack of space, we present the results in theWAN
Three Locations and WAN 20.1 settings here and refer the
reader to [18] for theWAN 295 andWAN 3.9 settings.

B. The issue of the initial coordinator location

Both CT and MR are coordinator based algorithms: a coor-
dinator process proposes the value that is later decided upon.
Upon starting a consensus execution in one of these algorithms,
one process is selected deterministically as coordinator (this is
the initial coordinator). Later on in the consensus execution, the
coordinator process may change in case of suspicions.

The choice of the initial coordinator process in a local area
network is not an issue, since all processes are symmetrical
(same hardware and same network latency between processes).
In a wide area network, however, the performance of theCT
and MR algorithms heavily depends on the choice of the ini-
tial coordinator. In the following performance evaluation, we
therefore consider runs with an initial coordinator on each one
of the wide area network locations (this initial coordinator is
fixed for all consensus executions), as well as runs where the
initial coordinator, for each consensus execution, is on a different
location (i.e., a shifting initial coordinator).

C. Comparing the performance of the three algorithms

1) WAN Three Locations : The average latency of the
three algorithms in theWAN Three Locations environment is
presented in Figure 6.TokenFDand MR outperformCT for all
locations of the initial coordinator and for all throughputs, due
to the additional communication step that is needed by theCT
algorithm. TokenFDand MR perform similarly when the initial
MR coordinator is on site 1 (which is the worst-case scenario for
MR), whereasMR achieves slightly better latencies thanTokenFD
for both other initial coordinator locations.

Surprisingly enough, the result of using a shifting initial
coordinator in theCT and MR algorithms are opposite: in the
case ofMR, the latency is lower using a shifting initial coordinator
than a fixed initial coordinator on any location, whereas inCT it
is higher. The explanation is the following:MR andCT both start
a new consensus execution after two communication steps if the
coordinator is on a fixed location. If the coordinator shifts, a new
execution can start as soon as the next non-coordinator process
decides. This is done afterone communication step inMR (if
n = 3), but afterthreesteps inCT.

2) WAN 295, WAN 20.1 andWAN 3.9 : The average latency
of the three atomic broadcast and consensus algorithms in the
WAN 20.1 environment is presented in Figure 7 (theWAN 295
andWAN 3.9 environements are presented in [18]).TokenFDhas
lower latencies thanCT and MR when they use a distant initial
coordinator (Figure 7(a)), whereas the situation is reversed when
the coordinator is initially on a local location (Figure 7(c)). When
the initial coordinator shifts at each new consensus execution,MR
andTokenFDhave similar latencies whileCT is slightly slower.

Finally, when theCT or MR algorithm is used with an initial
coordinator on the local location, the system never reaches a sta-
tionary state given a sufficiently high throughput (2000msgs/s in
Figure 7(c)). The processes on the local location reach consensus
decisions very fast without needing any input from the distant
location. The updates that are then sent to the distant location
saturate the link between both locations (its bandwidth is only
32.8 Mbits/s inWAN 20.1). The process on the distant location
thus takes decisions slower than the two local processes and
prevents the average latency of atomic broadcast from stabilizing.
This problem does not affect the settings with a distant or shifting
initial coordinator, since the distant location periodically acts as
a consensus coordinator, providing a natural flow control. We see
that setup issues, such as the choice of the initial coordinator,
affect the maximum achievable throughput of the algorithms.

D. Summary

As expected, the performance results presented above show that
communication steps have the largest impact on performance in
wide area networks, whereas the number of sent messages is a
key to the performance in a local area network(as illustrated in
Section VII). As the network latency decreases, the impact of the
additional messages that need to be sent and processed increases.
In the case of a network with a 20.1 ms (or 3.9 ms [18]) round-trip
time, this impact is clearly observable. However, for a given set of
parameters, the algorithm with the best performance is generally
the same (whether a wide area network with a 3.9 ms round-trip
time is considered or one with a 20.1 ms or 295 ms round-trip
time).

Finally, we also saw that choosing aCT andMR coordinator on
the local location yields low latencies, but is not necessarily the
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Fig. 6. Average latency of the three algorithms as a function of the throughput in theWAN Three Locations setting.
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Fig. 7. Average latency of the three algorithms as a function of the throughput in theWAN 20.1 setting.

best solution in terms of throughput, since the system cannot reach
a stationary state as the total throughput increases. An additional
ad-hoc flow control mechanism is needed. Shifting the initial
coordinator between locations at each new consensus execution or
choosing theTokenFDalgorithm results in a natural flow control
which enables the system to remain in a stationary state even for
high throughputs (at the expense of a higheradeliverylatency).

IX. PERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHMS IN LARGE SYSTEMS

The experimental performance evaluation of the three atomic
broadcast algorithms in Sections VII and VIII was limited to
relatively small systems and the algorithms could be criticized
for not scaling well as the number of processes in the system
increases. This scalability problem is due to different factors
for each of the considered algorithms. TheMR algorithm, for
example, is affected by theO(n2) messages that need to be
transmitted and processed to solve consensus. In the case ofCT,
a fan-in problem arises: one process needs to receive and handle
replies from all other processes in order to solve consensus and
thus becomes a bottleneck for the performance of the system.
Finally, in the TokenFDalgorithm described in Section V, the
number of communication steps needed to solve atomic broadcast
increases with the size of the system. We evaluate the algorithms
in systems with up to 23 processes. In larger systems, fault
tolerance is less of an issue and group communication services
with weaker consistency guarantees might be preferred.

A. Evaluation environments

The performance of the algorithms is measured in a large local
area network and then in a wide area networks of interconnected

clusters. The characteristics of these environments are the follow-
ing.

1) Local area network: The first set of experiments were
executed on the local area network cluster previously presented
in Section VII.

2) Wide area network – Grid’5000:The second set of experi-
ments were executed on Grid’5000, which was mentioned in Sec-
tion VIII. Grid’5000 is composed of 14 sites (in 9 geographical
locations), among which seven were used for our measurements.

All the sites (Bordeaux, Rennes, Toulouse, Lyon, Nancy, Orsay,
Sophia) feature nodes with AMD Opteron 246 or 248 dual
processors at 2 GHz or 2.2 GHz respectively, with 1MB of L2
cache and 2GB of RAM. The machines on the different sites
all run Linux (with a 2.6.8 or a 2.6.12 kernel). The nodes on a
given site are interconnected by Gigabit Ethernet and run Sun’s
Java 1.5.006 AMD64 Server Virtual Machine. The geographical
location and round trip times between sites are presented in [17].

The coordinator process of theCT consensus algorithms always
runs on a node of the Orsay site. TheTokenFDpasses the token
among sites in the following order: Orsay – Bordeaux – Nancy
– Lyon – Toulouse – Sophia – Rennes.

B. Comparing the performance of the three algorithms

1) Local Area Network:Figure 8 shows the latency versus
the throughput of the Chandra-Toueg (Figure 8(a)) andTokenFD
(Figure 8(b)) atomic broadcast algorithms when all processes in
the system participate in the algorithms. The figure shows results
for system sizes ranging from 3 to 21 processes, supporting from
1 to 10 failures (CT) or 1 to 4 failures (TokenFD). The horizontal
axis shows the load on the system (in messages per seconds), and
the average latency (ms) is shown on the vertical axis.
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Fig. 8. Latency vs. throughput of theCT andTokenFDalgorithms in a local
area network with 3 to 21 processes.

In the case of a small system with 3 processes, the latency
remains almost constant as the throughput increases, for all three
algorithms. In the largest system with 21 processes, however, the
latency increases extremely fast with the throughput, especially
for the CT algorithm, whereO(n2) messages are needed to
solve atomic broadcast. In the case ofTokenFD, the scalability
problem is less severe (since onlyO(n) messages are sent by the
algorithm). The fault tolerance is however lower and the latency
still increases with the system size (O(

√
n) communication steps

are needed toadeliver messages).
2) Wide area network – Grid’5000:We now evaluate the

performance of the algorithms in a wide area network, to examine
how high latency channels affect the performance of the atomic
broadcast algorithms.

Figure 9 shows the latency versus the throughput of the three
atomic broadcast algorithms running on all processes, on the
Grid’5000 wide area network. The figure shows results for system
sizes ranging from three to 23 processes, supporting from 1 to 11
failures (CT) or 1 to 4 failures (TokenFD).

For a given system size and a given algorithm, the latency
of the algorithms remains relatively stable until a threshold is
reached. Above that threshold, the latency quickly increases. This
is especially the case for the smaller systems (n = 3 to n = 15).

Furthermore, in the wide area network, the additional commu-
nication steps (which are costly) needed by theTokenFDalgo-
rithm as the system size increases strongly affect the performance
of the algorithm. Figure 9(b) shows that if a single failure is
supported (n = 3), then the maximum throughput of the algorithm
is above 3250 msgs/s. This threshold drops to approximately 2000
msgs/s whenn = 7 andf = 2, and does not exceed 500 msgs/s
when n = 23 and f = 4. Each additional supported failure
requires an additional 12ms communication step.

C. Summary

In the local area network, the performance ofCT depends
strongly on the number of messages that are sent. As the size
of the system increases, its performance drops due to theO(n2)

messages that are sent. TheTokenFDalgorithm is less affected
by the size of the system, since the algorithm only sendsO(n)

messages. The
√

n communication steps needed byTokenFDto
adeliver a messages only have a minor effect on the performance
of the algorithm in the local area network.

In the wide area network, on the other hand, the perfor-
manceTokenFDis strongly affected by the additional (expensive)
communication steps between sites. The performance ofCT
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Fig. 9. Latency vs. throughput of theCT and TokenFDalgorithms in the
Grid’5000 wide area network with 3 to 23 processes.

shows similar trends in the wide and local area networks. The
CT algorithm needs a fixed number of communication steps to
adeliver a message and is thus not more affected by a large wide
area system than by a large local area system.

X. CONCLUSION

According to various authors, token based atomic broadcast
algorithms are more efficient in terms of throughput than other
atomic broadcast algorithms; the token can be used to reduce net-
work contention. However, all published token based algorithms
rely on a group membership service; none of them use unreliable
failure detectors directly. The first part of this paper presented the
first token based atomic broadcast algorithms that solely relies on
a failure detector, namely the new failure detector calledR. Such
an algorithm has the advantage of tolerating failuresdirectly (i.e.,
it also tolerates wrong failure suspicions), instead of relying on
a membership service to exclude crashed processes (which, as a
side-effect, also excludes incorrectly suspected processes). Thus,
failure detector based algorithms have advantages over group
membership based algorithms, in case of wrong failure suspicions,
and possibly also in the case of real crashes.

The local area network performance evaluation in the second
part of this paper showed that the token based algorithmTokenFD
surpasses the Chandra-Toueg atomic broadcast algorithm (using
the Chandra-Toueg or Mostéfaoui-Raynal consensus algorithm)
for systems that support up to two process failures, both in runs
without faulty processes and in the case of wrong suspicions.
However,TokenFDrequires a system sizen that is quadratic in
the number of failuresf . In systems that need to handle a high
fault-tolerance degree (i.e., when f becomes large),TokenFD’s
relative performance degrades compared toCT andMR.

Furthermore, although token based atomic broadcast algorithms
are usually considered to be efficient only in terms of throughput,
our experimental performance evaluation showed that for small
values ofn, our algorithm outperforms the two other algorithms
in terms of latency as well, at all but the lowest loads.

Finally, this paper also presented the performance of the token
based algorithm in wide area networks and systems with a large
number of processes. This evaluation showed that the token based
algorithm provides a natural flow control in wide area networks,
which both other algorithms do not. In large wide area networks,
however, the latency of the token based algorithm is affected by
the additional costly communication steps that are needed.
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